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Neurons & Synapses
Chap 2

Neuron

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lw-psbNU5XAgo to :38

Multipolar Neuron

Motor 

Neuron

Sensory Neuron

Types of Neurons

Glia or Glial Cells  (see 29-31)
(“supporting cells” of the nervous system)

• 10X more numerous than neurons but 1/10th the size

• make up about half of brain weight

• several distinct types

• assist neurons in multiple ways

Astrocytes Exchange Materials With 
Neurons







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lw-psbNU5XA
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Form Myelin
Sheath

• Oligodendrocyte 
forms CNS myelin

• Schwann cell forms 
PNS myelin 

• Multiple sclerosis –
patchy loss of myelin 
sheaths that can interfere 
with any CNS function 
(depending on which 
neurons lose their 
insulation)

or not at all

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgySDmRRzxY&feature=PlayList&p=ED18B251293C8C20&playnex

t=1&index=2

Loss of White Matter in 
Multiple Sclerosis

Blood-Brain Barrier Radial Glial Cells

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgySDmRRzxY&feature=PlayList&p=ED18B251293C8C20&playnext=1&index=2
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Neuron

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T71E3oubFLE

Go to :44

Synapse

Presynaptic 

Terminal

Synapse

Postsynaptic membrane

Synapse Under Electron Microscope
Another  reason for knowing these is that each is a possible site of psychoactive drug action

Autoreceptors
• Receptors located on the 

PRESYNAPTIC neuron’s axon 
endings

• Built-in “feedback” device 
letting neuron know if enough 
neurotransmitter is being 
released

• If autoreceptors are stimulated 
too much, neuron decreases 
transmitter release

Released Transmitter 
Removed or Cleaned Up By:

• 1. Reuptake back into the presynaptic ending  and/or

• 2. enzymatic breakdown

Presynaptic membrane contains proteins that 

serve as transporters.

Excess transmitter inside neuron also broken down by enzymes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T71E3oubFLE
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Mnemonic: Some Say Red Bull Rocks. Everyone Agree?

• S - Synthesis

• S – Storage in vesicles

• R- Release appropriately

• B - Bind to receptors

• R – Reuptake or

• E – Enzymatic breakdown

• A – Autoreceptor feedback

Best Known Neurotransmitters 
• Acetylcholine (ACh)
• Monoamines

• Norepinephrine (NE)
• Dopamine (DA) 
• Epinephrine (E)
• Serotonin (5HT)   

• Amino Acids
• Glutamate
• GABA
• Glycine

• Neuropeptides 
• Endorphins
• Substance P

• Neurons using different neurotransmitters as their 
messenger are not evenly distributed throughout the 
nervous system.

• Most neurotransmitters serve as messengers just in 
particular areas or systems, and thus are related to 
particular behaviors or functions.

• Acetylcholine: parasympathetic neurons; motor 
neurons; many cortical neurons

• Norepinephrine: sympathetic n.s.; reticular formation; 
hypothalamus; limbic system

• Serotonin: limbic system; sleep system; pain 
suppression system

• Dopamine: basal ganglia; reward system; prefrontal 
cortex; hypothalamus-pituitary

• Understanding neurotransmitters and their actions is helping us 
understand psychoactive drugs.

• Virtually all psychoactive drugs act at synapses affecting one or more 
of the steps we just listed.

2 Categories of Drug Actions
http://www.npr.org/player/v2/mediaPlayer.html?action=1&t=1&islist=false&id=277709553&
m=277882059

A drug which mimics or somehow increases the effects of 
a neurotransmitter is called an AGONIST. 

A drug which blocks or somehow decreases the effects of 
a neurotransmitter is called an ANTAGONIST.

http://www.npr.org/player/v2/mediaPlayer.html?action=1&t=1&islist=false&id=277709553&m=277882059
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Drug Actions

 AGONIST examples:

 Opioid pain relievers fit & 
activate opiate receptors 
mimicking the action of 
normal endorphin.

 Nicotine fits into & stimulates 
ACh receptor sites, arousing 
the cortex like ACh

 ANTAGONIST examples:

 Haldol blocks DA receptors 
in schizos, preventing DA 
from over stimulating the 
brain.

 Naloxone blocks opiate 
receptors, reversing an 
overdose.

• How is it that neurons can generate 
electrical messages?

• How do neurons “process” input to 
determine whether or not to send a 
message?

• What kind of neural messages underlie all 
of our behavior, thoughts & feelings?

Cell Membrane

• Double layer 
of fat(lipid) 
molecules 
keeps out 
most 
chemicals.

Neuron’s Cell Membrane 

• Double layer of lipid (fat) 
molecules with large 
proteins  stuck in it

• Only certain things can 
pass thru the membrane 
(“selectively permeable” 
or  “semi-permeable”)

2 or 3 examples of these proteins 

coming up

• For example, the cell membrane generally does not 
let IONs pass freely through it.

• What is an ion? An electrically charged atom or group 
of atoms

• Ions to know:
• Sodium         Na+

• Potassium     K+

• Chloride Cl-

• Calcium        Ca++

Neuron’s Ion Balance

If you count the +’s inside 

the neuron (brown) versus 

outside the neuron (beige)--

many more +’s outside.

Inside of neuron

outside
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Neuron’s Ion Balance

• A difference in charges means there is the potential for  
charges to flow (“membrane potential”)

Given the chance, Na+’s 

would like to enter cell to 

equalize the distribution of 

ions.

Any time there is a difference in charge, 

there is the potential for the flow of 

current or charge from one place to 

another if a “connection” between the 

areas is provided.

Membrane proteins serve special functions. Some act as 

channels that regulate the flow of charged ions that are the 

basis for the neuron’s electrical messages The Sodium/Potassium Pump

• The ion difference 
between the inside & 
outside is also maintained 
by “pumps” built into cell 
membrane, which actively 
pump Na+ out and K+ in.

Polarization
• Because of the ion difference, the inside of neuron is more 

negative compared to outside of neuron

• Neuron at rest is “polarized” - difference in charge of inside 
vs. outside is like the - and + poles of a battery. There is 
“potential” for current flow between them.

• I can use 
microelectrodes to 
measure the difference 
in charge between the 
inside and outside of 
the neuron
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Neuron at Rest

“Resting Potential”

Because there are fewer positive charges inside:

Resting Potential

• Inside of neuron at rest is -70 mV       more negative 
than outside of neuron

• This is known as the resting potential.

• This difference in charge depends on the
1.  Semi-permeable membrane and    

2.   the Na+/K+ pumps

Changes in the Neuron’s Charge

• For a neuron to send a message or “nerve impulse” down its axon, its 
inside charge must get more + . This is called “depolarization”. 

• Depolarization is what excites neurons.                                   

• If neuron gets more negatively charged (“hyperpolarization”), firing 
of a message is inhibited.

Neuron Getting a Little More Positive
(a little depolarization)

Neuron Getting More Negative
(a little hyperpolarization)

Hillock = Beginning of Axon

http://omega.dawsoncollege.qc.ca/ray/neuron/04SmGraded.htm
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Let’s Look at the Axon Changes in the Axon’s Potential
• lots of ion channels in axon 

• these channels usually closed at rest

• What is it that opens these channels?

• Axon contains “electrically activated” or “voltage-
activated” Na+ channels which open when soma is 
sufficiently “excited”(depolarized).

• The critical voltage is known as the “threshold” - ~10 
to 20 mV more positive

Think about things you can 
electronically open/activate – a sufficient 

electrical signal will trigger opening

A Na+ Channel
• Opening of the axon’s 

Na+ channels is “voltage 
activated”

• The particular voltage 
that is necessary to open 
the axon’s Na+ channels is 
that neuron’s “threshold”

• Example: the neuron may 
need to get  20 mV more 
positive for the axon’s Na 
channels to open.

Sufficient Depolarization to Trigger Opening of 
Axon’s Na+ Channels

That critical voltage level is the neuron’s “threshold”

Once threshold is reached, the nerve impulse 

is “self-propagating”& non-decremental all the                   

way to the end.

The Action Potential or Nerve Impulse
• If sufficient exciting input is coming in to the neuron’s 

dendrites & soma to reach threshold, Na+ channels at 
axon hillock open, & so much Na+ enters that that 
spot becomes positively charged! (e.g. +30mV)

• This is enough + voltage to trigger the opening of the 
next Na+ channel, and the process is repeated all the 
way down the axon.

• This “action potential” thus is self-perpetuating & 
stays the same size as it travels down the axon, 
because the opening of each successive Na+ channel 
renews the positive charge.

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_R6IGrMxl8 domino example

http://www.aarp.org/universalhome/graphics/garagelg.jpg
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.logic-online.co.uk/images/curtain_with_hand.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.logic-online.co.uk/curtains_blinds.htm&h=306&w=400&sz=19&tbnid=GDL1yrRFlicJ:&tbnh=91&tbnw=118&start=1&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dautomatic%2Bcurtains%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26ie%3DUTF-8%26sa%3DN
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_R6IGrMxl8
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The Action Potential or Nerve Impulse

Nerve impulse is “all or none”. 
Stronger stimuli produce more 
impulses not bigger impulses.

A stronger stimulus 

does not produce larger 

action potentials. A 

stronger stimulus may 

trigger several 

successive action 

potentials, but they will 

all be the same size (or 

voltage).

~20mV 

more 
positive

~ 30 mV more positive

as + charges come into 

dendrites

K+ channels opening 

causes the drop in 

charge down towards 

resting potential

• Because of 
refractory 
period, there 
is at least 1.5-
3.0 msec delay 
before another 
message can 
be sent.

https://omega.dawsoncollege.qc.ca/ray/neuron/dynamics.htm
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Hey, this doesn’t look like our “typical neuron”!

In a Myelinated Neuron:
Saltatory Conduction

• A different kind of 
voltage activated ion 
channel is involved in 
neurotransmitter 
release

Chemical Transmission
• Arrival of action potential voltage at presynaptic 

terminals opens Ca++ channels.

• Ca++ entering the terminal triggers chemical release 
(“exocytosis”)by synaptic vesicles

• Neurotransmitter molecules bind to post-synaptic 
receptors, triggering a change in the next cell

• WHAT KIND OF CHANGES?

http://fig.cox.miami.edu/~cmallery/150/neuro/neurophysiology.htm
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How does the chemical message 

initiate voltage changes?

Ionotropic Receptors
• Some neurotransmitter receptors are located on ion 

channel proteins. When the transmitter binds to the 
receptor, the ion channel opens. These are 
chemically-activated *channels.

• * also known as transmitter- activated or ligand-
activated channels

• Glutamate, GABA and ACh often bind to ionotropic 
receptors.

Ionotropic 
receptors 
are right 
on the ion 
channel 
protein 
and trigger 
its opening

Chemically

GABA Receptor

Ionotropic Receptor Effects:
Quick But Brief 

Ion flow starts almost immediately and 

continues ~ 20 msec until the molecule 

of transmitter detachs.

The ion flow changes 
the local charge of the 
dendrite or soma .

Another Ion You Should Know: Cl- (more on 
outside of neuron)

Post-Synaptic Potentials
• If transmitter opened Na+ channels, the dendrite will 

depolarize (an excitatory post-synaptic potential or 
“EPSP”).

• If it opened Cl- or K+ channels, the dendrite will 
hyperpolarize (an inhibitory post-synaptic potential or 
“IPSP”).

• These  are “graded” potentials (graded = variable in size)

that dissipate as they travel towards soma – like ripples 
of charge.

• Sum total of EPSPs & IPSPs must reach threshold for 
action potential to occur in axon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pfG6yHAQ5U
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A small EPSP

A bigger EPSP

---

---

Cl-

A small IPSP

Summation

• The electrical effects of chemical transmissions 
occurring close together in time can add together.

• Temporal summation – additive effects of transmissions 
occurring at the same synapse several times close together

• Spatial summation – effects of different synapses on a 
neuron’s dendrites & soma add together 

Summation of Inputs

• Some neurotransmitter receptors are NOT located on ion channel 
proteins.

Metabotropic Receptors
• Receptors which, when activated, trigger a sequence of 

metabolic reactions .Receptor is associated with a “G-
protein” rather than an ion channel

• Reactions are triggered via a “second messenger” & are 
slower, more lasting, more distant & more varied than 
ionotropic effects.

• May:
• Affect transmitter or receptors

• Affect ion channels 

• Turn on part of the genome!

• Metabotropic Actions

http://omega.dawsoncollege.qc.ca/ray/neuron/04SmGraded.htm
http://omega.dawsoncollege.qc.ca/ray/neuron/04SmGraded.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTDhbBzigNk

